California DOT

PowerPoint with a brief overview of the 2020 California Freight Mobility Plan (CFMP) and conducting outreach via PollEverywhere. AB617 communities which are close to heavy freight industry activity are impacted by emissions, congestion, and noise. We would like to include feedback from a community identified under AB617.

California Environmental Justice Alliance:

History of environmental justice work in our region, latest data/indicators on inequity, and how the work to address environmental justice has been done around the state. My goal is to ensure we all have a common understanding of root causes of environmental justice issues in our region and some best practices/ideas for how to move the work forward based on the successes in similar communities in other parts of the state.

PG&E

PG&E’s Potentially AB-617 Programs & Services for PG&E Electric Service Areas/Customer – Currently available programs and forth coming programs.